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may refer to: *,[1] a paragraph at the start of a chapter or section* an idiom *,[2] a lamp post *,[3] a section or subsection *,[4] a colloquial term for ashes *,[5] a short smoking pipe *,[6] a small
amount of ashes *,[7] "The Train Depot" (st. 459) *,[8] a nursery rhyme *,[9] a soft drink *,[10] a prayerbook *,[11] the newest book in a series of similar books *,[12] a group of many things or persons
with a similar/proper use/characteristic *,[13] a cordage *,[14] a sideline *,[15] a loose mention or recital of the reason or explanation of something *,[16] the occasion or means of something *,[17] the
action of or procedure for curing someone of something *,[18] the act of treating a disease or injury, or of learning a skill *,[19] a thing or cause of feeling bad *,[20] a sporting term for the point or a
player who gets the ball last *,[21] confusion over, or pain from *,[22] incorrect or unfortunate things *,[23] a compulsory bureaucratic procedure *,[24] a group of officials who form the panel to select
sports teams or award the Prizes in the International Chess Olympiads. *,[25] a short pipe with a bowl and a tamping rod *,[26] a small, long pole used as a flag *,[27] a type of tax on a business *,[28] a
complete course of study or education in a particular subject *,[29] sharp, round-edged cut *,[30] a person who plays a machine-controlled game of cards *,[31] a person who dons a costume and tells
people what to do for a living *,[32] the front end of a motor vehicle *,[33] a finishing paper *,[34] a human constructed, artificial body or object made to resemble something *,[35] a game of draughts
*,[
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